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Abstract: This report describes virtual reality technology, which uses three-
dimensional user-generated content, and its use by the U.S. military and 
intelligence community for training and other purposes. Both the military 
and private sector use this new technology, but terrorist groups may also be 
using it to train more realistically for future attacks, while still avoiding 
detection on the Internet. The issues for Congress to consider may include 
the cost-benefit implications of this technology, whether sufficient resources 
are available for the communications infrastructure needed to support 
expanded use of virtual reality technology, and whether there might be 
national security considerations if the United States falls behind other 
nations in developing or adopting this new technology. This report will be 
updated as events warrant.
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Virtual Reality Technology - it is problematic for the following reasons: 
* Terrorist can use this 
* Cost-benefit implications; resources available to support use? 
* National Security considerations p. 1 

Collaboration - collaboration is facilitated through avoidance of hierarchical control flow of 
information 

Virtual Reality Technology - three-dimensional user-generated content combined with simulation 
is an ideal training tool for U.S. Military intelligence; Benefits include: 
* Economically efficient training 
* Simulation which offers dynamic training and dangerous training p. 2 
* Traditionally simulation was used to train military pilots and tank crews 

At issue: loss of control of classified information flows 

CAVNET - peer-controlled sharing information about insurgents; fast knowledge access p. 2 

Government Presence in the Virtual World - include the following: 
* CDC 
* NOAA 
* Member of Congress 

SIPRNET - classified network p. 2 

3-D image - controlled by high-powered Artificial Intelligence p. 2 

Simulated Interactions - include the following characteristics: 
* Highly realistic 
* Unpredictable 
* Some Virtual Reality products employ tools to look for risky behavior 

VR communities - intelligence community exploring this as battlefield in future p. 3; intelligence 
community to implement study of behavioral characteristics in VR worlds; emerging cultural social 
behavioral norms now exist p. 3 

US Communication Infrastructures and Acquisition methods = old 

Note to Myself: checkout the following: 
* "Your Guide to Virtual Worlds" - a website that is affiliated with PBS media enterprise; http://
www.pbs.org/mediashift/2007/10/digging_deepyour_guide_to_vi.html     
* "Soldiers Learn Hazards of War in Virtual Reality" by Michael Peck dated February 2005; 
http://www.nationaldefensemagazine.org/issues/2005/Feb/UF-Soldiers_Learn.htm     
* "Spies' Battleground Turns Virtual" by Robert O'Harrow with the Washington Post dated 
02.06.08; page D1. 

Department of Defense - building "Sentient Worldwide Simulation" which mirrors real-world events 
in real time p. 4 

HiPiHi - Chinese constructed Virtual Reality world to facilitate 75 million users simultaneously 

"Urban Resolve" - 2006 distributed training simulation by Joint Forces Command - VR technology to 
train in urban fighting p. 5 

Excellent quote to use: "Early results from trials reportedly suggest that virtual reality therapy is 
well-suited to a generation raised on video games" p. 5 
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